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You're one step ahead
to grab your
#Possibilities.

epilog.
“So many things are possible as long as you don't know they are impossible."
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We have a
BIG mission.

To work collaboratively and
together with our clients to
create meaningful works with
top notch detail, delivering
the best result possible.
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Who
are
we?

We’re lucky to have a dedicated team who are the
best in their field and care about the brand’s
improvements, that's not only benefits our clients,
but also the audience who enjoy and see the
content.
Most importantly, we believe in staying true to our
values and collaborating with companies and
personalities who believe in what we do. Because
we acknowledge that with mutual trust, together we
can make every possibility to be possible.
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What we do.

Social Media

Content Strategy, Message
Development, Digital
Campaign, Social Media
Management, TikTok
Management.

Ads Placement

CPC Campaign, Facebook
Ads, Google Ads, TikTok Ads.

Photography, Video &
Motion Graphics

Product & campaign photo,
marketing asset
development, TikTok video
production, social media
motion graphic content.

Digital

Web development.

Digital Listening

Social media monitoring,
digital conversation reporting.

From strategy
development,
to execution
under one roof.
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Brand Narrative
as The Center of
Our Creative
Process.
To craft a tactical solution, we always start
with the problems. Knowing the pain poin
through gathering insights from the
audience, market, and brand, we then
develop the suitable strategy to answer the
questions.
Delivering the strategy through relatable
executions, different type of content and way
of communication, and finally learn and
measure everything.
There's no one size that fits all. It's always
tailored for different brand/clients.
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Insights

Audience

Strategy

Narrative

Learn &
Measure

Brand

Execution
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We're on
your team.
Abi Mangku Nagari
Partner | Managing Director

Dey Fitria
Partner | Creative Director

Abi has a varied background from the
Advertising agency, to the e-commerce
industry. He held a bachelor's degree in
Advertising from the University of Indonesia, and
an MBA degree from the Bandung Institute of
Technology.

Dey is a creative director, social media
strategist, and content creator with 8 years of
expertise in creating impactful brand solutions
for local and international clients across
numerous industry verticals.

He loves the technical side of the business, from
coming up with the best strategy to crunching
down some numbers for the project. He's started
his career working at e-comm companies such
as AsmaraKu, Lazada, and Shopee mostly on the
Business Development side.

Her early career included roles as Feature &
Lifestyle Writer for FashionTV Magazine, Content
Editor & Social Media Manager for L'Oreal
Professionnel, Head of Digital Activation and
Campaign Lead for Kementerian Perdagangan,
BUMN's Halal Park, and Lingkar Temu Kabupaten
Lestari.

Our Clients Include:
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We utilize the best in class tools to help us perform

epilog.
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Past &
Recent
Works

Digital Campaign | Social Media Maintenance

Raise awareness for
Brompton in Indonesia
Through #KotaBrompton
In 2021, Brompton finally arrived in Indonesia with
official distribution and official retailers. The brand
came with one challenge; how to revive the
positive brand image of Brompton after the
negative news that is happening in 2020, and also
how to create a stronger brand image through
the community.
We came up with an insight that the proud
Brompton owner not only resides within the
Jakarta area, but also all across big cities in
Indonesia. With the brand being heavily branded
as "made for cities", we created a campaign that
is able to represent big cities in Indonesia,
Brompton brand value, and include the
community throughout the campaign period.
We came up with #KotaBrompton ideas for
Brompton in 2022, the campaign can be really
dynamic with the hashtag's ability to adapt to all
of the cities within Indonesia. Jakarta
#KotaBrompton, Bandung #KotaBrompton,
Surabaya #KotaBrompton. We develop press
release activities and do regular content that is
able to represent the message of the
#KotaBrompton.
Within 6 months, 45% of the Brompton Indonesia
conversation online, are coming from the
#KotaBrompton hashtag, and the campaign
generated over 500 UGC content in the first 1
month of the campaign rollout.
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Social Media Maintenance | Digital Strategy

Create positive brand
energy for AMMAN
through social media.
Amman Mineral is Indonesia's leading mining
company with a mission to bring a positive impact
not only on Indonesia but also on the local
community around their main site.
We helped to come up with a message for Amman
by implementing #LegacyofBest, a narrative that is
able to show Amman's purpose for the country and
the community.
We mainly focus on embedding the message
through Amman's social media channel and
splitting their channel into 2 types: Instagram to
connect with the local community and Linkedin to
connect with the industry professionals.
Within 12 months, we manage to quadruple
Amman''s Linkedin followers growth and maintain a
high engagement rate compared to the other
companies within the same space.
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Social Media Maintenance | Ads PLacement | Digital Campaign

Brings new lights to the
pioneer of modest fashion
brand in Indonesia.
In 2021 we're challenged by RiaMiranda, a leading
modest fashion brand in Indonesia to improve its
digital presence. From social media to digital
activation, and digital ad placement.
We do comprehensive research on their loyal
customer, and community to gain some insight
into what type of information that has the best
chance to grab their attention and win their heart
to be loyal to the brand.
We came up with a set of visual improvements for
all of their social media assets and collection
campaign materials to be more "local", by utilizing
local models rather than a foreign ones. Also, we
help them to develop a template for their
launching period by including the launch
campaign, CPAs & Ads placement journey, and
community engagement.
We also help the RiaMiranda brand to develop its
first-ever virtual fashion show.
During the first year of social media management
and ads placement, RiaMiranda enjoys an 801%
increase in followers growth rate and a 270%
increase in engagements. RiaMiranda also
experiences on average 12x ROAS from the
conversion campaign.
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Digital Campaign | Content Development | TikTok Ads

Celebrate Ramadan
through first-ever vertical
ramadan series.
Bank BSI, the biggest Indonesia's largest Syariah
banking looking to make Ramadan be more fun
a colorful. With the raise of TikTok in recent
years, and with the fact that TikTok is the place
for fun and laughter. We create the first-ever
TikTok vertical series on TikTok for bank BSI
called P3K (Para Pencari Pahala Kuy!).
Also, with the recent "Jaksel" trend, we develop a
story that is not only fun, and represents
Ramadan, but also embeds Jaksel jokes and
dialogue within the content.
The campaign and videos are able to get in
total 1Million views on TikTok, and also benefit BSI
followers growth from other channels and
increase in BSI Mobile downloads during the
Ramadan Season.

Click to play

Social Media Maintenance | Ads Placement

Who says banking
can't be fun?

Commonwealth Bank is one of the largest
banking institutions in Australia,. In 2022,
Commonwealth Bank is aiming to make a much
more engaging and fun social media presence
for their brand.
To make Commonwealth Bank's social media
much more approachable, we created a new
key visual on social. By combining not only fresh
visuals by using 3D and 2D design, but also by
improving their content pillars by implementing
a casual copywriting approach and being able
to ride the trend online.
Within the first 2 months, we're able to increase
Commbank's Instagram engagement rate by 2x
and bring 3x more traffic to their website by
implementing Linkin. bio feature within the social
media channel.
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Social Media Maintenance | Ads Placement

Making product-focused
pages more fun and
interesting for the
audience.
LifewithBSI aims to create a specific brand that
is able to show how its products can benefit
people's daily life. Together with BSI, we created
the LifewithBSI brand.
With dedicated social media content that
introduces Bank BSI products in an engaging
and fun way.
We created several signatures social media
programs such as Laportadz, and P3K as an
initiative to make LifewithBSI much more
approachable for the audience.
Within 1 year we achieve 6x higher
engagements and 113% higher growth in
followers growth rate.

Content Production

Erhair Scalperfect Launch
We created a set of social media content and a
video campaign for the Erha Scalperfect launch.
Unique products made for hair products under
Erhair brand.
We created a video that was not only able to
show the benefit of the products but also
showed a detailed video piece on how to use
the products.

Click to play

TikTok Management | Content Production

Introducing Tokoko's
#LARISMANIS Campaign
through Tiktok
Tokoko is an application to create your own
online shop for free. You can create your own
website to sell online.
Last year, Epilog come up and developed
Tokoko's brand launching with big campaign
called Laris Manis to help seller understand
about the app, to promote the benefit of the
app, and to gain more awareness about the
app.
Understanding the audience interest, profile and
behaviour, this year, Epilog helped Tokoko to
widen the reach through Tiktok content.

TikTok Management | Content Production

Improving BCA's internal
engagement through
TikTok.
BCA is one of the largest financial institutions in
Indonesia, planning to create a specific channel
to help them engage with their internal team.
Not only to build a stronger company culture but
also to establish a channel to entertain the
employees.
We help BCA to create a specific TikTok channel
called BCASEMUABERES. The content strategy is
sharing internal jokes and also internal updates,
to create a sense of bond between employees
and the company.
Within 3 months, we gain 3K of followers
(internal) and became the main channel for
BCA to distribute information between
employees.
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Are you ready to
unfold your
#Possibilities with us?
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PT Epilog Kreatif Indonesia

Contact:

Komplek Taman Gandaria Blok

Phone: +62 8111-734-674 (Abi)

C16-17, South Jakarta

E-Mail: hello@epilogcreative.com

DKI Jakarta, Indonesia

